
International Biennial for Paper Fibre Art 2023/24 
EARTH SPEAK: Giving Voice to Paper 

Application Instructions

This year, the International Biennial for Paper 
Fibre Art is using an online platform based in 
Taiwan for accepting submissions 
(BountyHunter). Our goal is to make the 
application and review process easier and 
smoother for everyone. Registering with 
BountyHunter before applying provides some 
advantages (listed below) but it is not 
mandatory. 

Advantages of registering an account in  
BountyHunter 
1. You can search your submission record 

anytime and may preview quickly from 
“My Entry Record” section, which is very 
convenient for participants who submit 
multiple works. 

2. No verification is required to modify the 
artwork submission.

Online Application 
Process

Fill in your email and click submit  

Receive an auto-reply verification email. 

Back to the signup page, fill in the verify code 

Continue the signup process, fill in your 
name and phone number(optional) and 
password to complete the registration

Choose “General User"

Choose the “Login/Signup” option 
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 【How to Register in BountyHunter 】



Applying  (with BountyHunter account)
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4 After completion of the application, you may 
check “My Participate” in your user’s profile of 
BountyHunter to see your entry record.

5 Phase 1: Organizers will review eligibility of 
all submissions from 2nd to 9th of May. 
Notifications will be sent to all applicants 
informing them if their submission meets 
the basic judging criteria.  

Note: Eligibility is NOT selection, which will 
be done in Phase 2.

Phase 2: Artists will be notified of selection 
status by email on May 31 (i.e., those who 
were selected and those who were not)

Notifications will also be emailed if the 
submission does not meet the criteria.
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At the top of the open call page, look for 
“Application Guidelines” link and review. Notice 
download links for an Open Call Brief (summary of 
guidelines) as well as a Workshop Demonstration 
Proposal (optional).  

Find “SUBMIT NOW” button to access the online 
application form. Reminder: 
1. Up to three works may be submitted per artist. 

Note: Each work will require completion of a 
separate form. 

2. Any information provided will be lost if the 
browser window is closed before submitting 
the application. 

3. Incomplete entries/applications, including 
poor quality images that do not meet 
requirements will be rejected.
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Click “SUBMIT” at the end of the form to 
complete the application

3 The system will send an email notification of your 
successful submission. Your application will be 
complete if you receive this email. Be sure to 
check your spam/junk mail email folder if you have 
not received this notice.



Applying  (without BountyHunter account)
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AND A VERIFICATION LETTER.  (Be sure to 
check your spam/junk mail email folder if you 
have not received this notice.) 

PLEASE KEEP THE VERIFICATION EMAIL as 
this allows you to modify your application 
materials. Of course, you may also register an 
account which will automatically verify your 
submission without needing to repeat this 
process.

5 Phase 1:  Organizers will review eligibility of all 
submissions from 2nd to 9th of May. 
Notifications will be sent to all applicants 
informing them if their submission meets the 
basic judging criteria.  

Note: Eligibility is NOT selection, which will be 
done in Phase 2. 

Notifications will also be emailed if the 
submission does not meet the criteria.
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At the top of the open call page, look for 
“Application Guidelines” link and review. Notice 
download links for an Open Call Brief (summary of 
guidelines) as well as a Workshop Demonstration 
Proposal (optional).  

Find “SUBMIT NOW” button to access the online 
application form. Reminder: 
1. Up to three works may be submitted per artist. 

Note: Each work will require completion of a 
separate form. 

2. Any information provided will be lost if the 
browser window is closed before submitting 
the application. 

3. Incomplete entries/applications, including 
poor quality images that do not meet 
requirements will be rejected.
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Click “SUBMIT” at the end of the form to 
complete the application

3 IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A BountyHunter account… 
the system will send an email notification of your 
successful submission.
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Phase 2: Artists will be notified of selection 
status by email on May 31 (i.e., those who were 
selected and those who were not)



If I want to modify my material….. 
(with BountyHunter account)

After you submitting your application, you CAN modify you material before deadline.

go to the BountyHunter website and login.  
click user setting banner to find “My 
participate” section.

Find the Artwork name you want to modify, 
and click “submission Details”. and then click 
“Go to modify”
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Your form will appear, allowing you to edit as 
needed. Once edited, follow the remaining 
steps to complete the application. Be sure to 
click SUBMIT when done.
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Please note! Once your submission has been 
revised, you will not be able to revise it again 
until it has been viewed or reviewed by the 
organizers.



If I want to modify my material….. 
(without BountyHunter account)

After submitting your application, you CAN modify your material before deadline.
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Find the verification letter that was sent to 
the email address used on the application 
form.

Click “VERIFY LINK” to complete verification 
and registration for a BountyHunter account.

Continue and complete the registration 
process by providing your name, phone 
number (optional) and password.

Choose “General User"4

Go to the BountyHunter website and click 
user setting banner to find “My participate” 
section.

Find the Artwork name you want to modify, 
and click “submission Details”. and then click 
“Go to modify”
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Your form will appear, allowing you to edit as 
needed. Once edited, follow the remaining 
steps to complete the application. Be sure to 
click SUBMIT when done.
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Please note! Once your submission has been 
revised, you will not be able to revise it again 
until it has been viewed or reviewed by the 
organizers.


